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The Transaction – BLME Press Release 

 

5 September 2011 Bank of London and The Middle East (BLME) signed a construction facility 
with The Brewery Square Development Company, a partnership between Resolution Property 
and Waterhouse to finance Phase 2 of Brewery Square, Dorchester; the largest town centre 
regeneration project in the South West.  

The 11 acre Brewery Square scheme transforms the site of the former Eldridge Pope Brewery, 
situated between Dorchester’s main shopping area of South Street, the historic Fairfield Market 
and Dorchester South Station, which is on the London Waterloo to Weymouth line. Resolution 
Property and Waterhouse are regenerating the site in an innovative and environmentally 
sensitive manner, including the restoration and conversion of four listed buildings.  

The development will comprise of 6 phases with Phase 1 already complete. Phase 2 will 
comprise of 64 residential units and 14 commercial units, some of which have already been pre-
let to a number of top-end fashion retailers such as Hobbs and Crew. 75% of the residential 
properties have been sold off plan.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A piece of work we undertook in the Summer last yearFunding of Stage 2a of a development in Dorchester by a partnership of Resolution and Waterhouse.It was at the time the largest town centre regeneration project in the South WestThe transaction won the Islamic Finance News “Best Real Estate Deal of the Year 2011” and, in part, that was due to the innovative way in which the Bank addressed some of the problems faced by Shari’ah lenders to mixed use developments.In this short presentation I will step you through a couple of these problems and the Bank’s solutions to them. To understand the issues however, I need to take you on quick visual tour of the development.
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Overview of Transaction 

 Tawarruq financing 

 

 Development facility 

 

 Issues faced included: 

–  Shari’ah concerns 

–  Intercreditor issues 

–  Property law issues  
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The Development – the long term plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Development was to fall into several distinct Phases.The first Phase – in the upper left hand corner of this plan – comprised a health centre, pharmacy and various other retail units.The second Phase – the blue and yellow areas on this plan – was going to be a mixed use development combining a very full list of uses	hotel	shops	restaurants and bars	a large public open space	a cinema	residential flatsThis was the Phase which the Bank was asked to fundThe remaining phases – to the right on this plan – were almost exclusively residential including some affordable housing
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The stage the Development had reached  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the time we were approached, however, there was very little to see.This is an aerial photo of the site and, as you can see, the old brewery buildings had largely been cleared leaving a few remaining buildings and a substantial area of bare ground. 
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Phase 1: Already completed  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 1 - the health centre, pharmacy and various other retail units – shown here edged red – had been completed. 
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Existing: The Dorchester Brewery Hotel  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Behind Phase 1 was the old main listed Brewery Building. This was being kept to be converted into a hotel and spa with some residential units	
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Existing: The Maltings  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On from the main building were the Maltings.Identified as the future location for an arts centre.
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Existing: The Bonded Stores  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coming back along the front of the site was another large and attractive building which had been the Bonded Stores for the Brewery. This had been earmarked by the Developer to be developed into a number of bars and restaurants.The intended use of this Building was for licensed bars  - inevitably a cause for concern for an Islamic Bank.The proposal was therefore to exclude this building from the security being taken by the Bank and the Bank’s funding was not to be utilised for development of these areas. 
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The areas not charged to the Bank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the exclusion of the Bonded Stores the Bank also agreed to the exclusion of various other parts of the Development for a variety of other reasons (mainly Shari'ah).With one notable exception this plan shows, edged in red, the areas which the Bank was willing to exclude from the charge.
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The Cinema 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The notable exception was the proposed Cinema.The Bank’s Shari'ah advisers had confirmed our initial thoughts that the Bank would be unable to include the future cinema in the security.This plan shows the location of the cinema…	  
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Upstairs at the Odeon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…and this drawing shows the proposed position of the Cinema from the side.
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Upstairs at the Odeon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cricially the cinema had commercial premises below and residential flats above.The Cinema – as you will see from this annotated drawing – was therefore sandwiched between assets over which the Bank could take valid  security.In particular there were pre-lets of the commercial units below the cinema which the Bank had identified as being valuable security.The bottom line therefore was the need to exclude the cinema (indeed at this stage, we were actually talking about the air space into which the cinema would be built) from the security.We discussed a number of options with both the Bank and the customer. These included making the cinema space subject to a very long lease so as to leave the secured freehold interest with a very distant reversionary entitlement. However, even that nominal interest, was unacceptable to the Bank and their Shari’ah advisers.After a good deal of headscratching we decided the cleanest way of resolving the Bank’s concern was for the Customer to transfer the freehold of the airspace into with the cinema would be built to a group SPV company. 
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Cinema Pre-Let: The Flying Box 

Pre-Let: Odeon Cinemas 

Residential Above 

Commercial Below 

Pre-Let: Residential Buyers 

Pre-Let: Shop Units 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We called the airspace the Flying Box.Flying freeholds are not uncommon for Property lawyers but generally they are created by mistake and – because of the difficulty in showing a flying freehold on a two dimensional plan – they are unpopular with the Land Registry.An important first step was therefore to discuss the proposal with the Land Registry and understand what concerns they would have.The first challenge in creating a Flying Freehold was to define the precise shape of the space being transferred.The Cinema had been pre-let to Odeon Cinemas and this, ultimately helped us in defining its shape. It was important that the space was no smaller and no larger than the space being let to Odeon. With the benefit of some of the technical drawings prepared in anticipation of the development the upper and lower levels of Flying Box were defined.
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The Transfer of the Flying Box 

Obligations owed by Odeon to the Customer under the Pre-Let 

 
Odeon Customer 

Became owed to the SPV owner of the Flying Box 

 
Odeon     SPV 

Odeon 

So the Transfer of the Flying Box by the Customer to the SPV owner had to 
pass back those obligations to the Customer 

 

Customer     SPV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having defined the shape of the Flying Box we needed to think about the basis on which the Customer’s SPV would hold the Flying Box. By way of example the Pre-Let to Odeon had anticipated that Odeon would pay a service charge to cover, say, the maintenance of the roof of the building.By carving out the freehold of the cinema the Service Charge owed by Odeon to the Customer (as Landlord) would be owed to the SPV (as Landlord).We therefore needed to ensure, in the Transfer of the Flying Box, that those Service Charge obligations - which Odeon would owe to the SPV - would be owed by the SPV to the Customer.
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Other requirements of the Transfer: 

 

 Obligations owed by the Customer to Odeon must be owed by the 
Customer to the SPV 

 

 The SPV needed all rights over the rest of the site that had been granted to  
Odeon  

 

 The Flying Box must be subject to the same rights as Odeon are subject 

 

The Transfer of the Flying Box 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That same logic had to be applied to:Obligations owed by the Landlord to Odeon had to be entered into by the Customer in favour of the SPV.For example to build the Cinema buildingRights which Odeon had over the rest of the Site had to be granted by the Customer to the SPVFor example to allow access to the common parts of the Cinema BuildingAnd finally…Rights which the Customer has within the space being let to Odeon had to be given by the SPV to the CustomerFor example to use pipes, wires and cables serving the rest of the Cinema Building running through the Cinema The result was a very substantial Transfer document!
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The areas not charged to the Bank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So…With the exception of the Cinema therefore, and the areas edged in red on this Plan, the whole of the site was charged to the Bank.It is not difficult to charge just part of a site but, when doing so, you need to have an eye to what may happen in the future. The Bank were very conscious that, if they ever had to step in and sell their security, it would able to sell the charges land freely.Fortunately, the comprehensive drafting of the Cinema Transfer meant that it would be possible to sell the Cinema Building without the Cinema. However, the Bank had to consider each of the other buildings not being charged to see what effect their absence would mean to a purchaser from the Bank.The Bank was able to get comfortable that its security had all the rights it needed for independent existence  and sale.
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Planning Obligations 

 The need for Mutual Enforceability  

 

 A variety of alternatives 

 

 The onerous nature of some of the alternatives 

 

 The Deed of Covenant 

 

 The Deed of Grant of Rights 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, it was concerned about the Planning Obligations.The planning agreement affecting Phase 2 affected both parts of the site being charged to the Bank and parts of the site not being charged.If the site were ever to be split as a result of the Bank enforcing its security then there had to be a mechanism to ensure that those planning obligations affecting the parts not charged were actually met.Various alternatives were discussed, including step in rights over the parts of the site not charged, and for different reasons none of the alternatives really worked.Ultimately, given various additional obligations on the customer,  the Bank settled for a contractual obligation from the customer backed by a Parent Company guarantee to (a) meet the Planning Obligations; and (b) grant the necessary rights and covenants if the Bank sought to enforce its charge. 
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